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The quality of our surroundings directly influences 
the quality of our lives, whether that’s at home, 
in our public spaces, where we learn or in the 
workplace.

Academic workplace can be neglected and 
undervalued spaces which are not conducive for 
the best outcomes for staff or students.  They can 
be  cramped and not support either concentrated 
work nor collaboration.  

Our work is about knowing and reflecting on 
how people work together. Knowing when to 
support and encourage interaction and when to 
provide private space. This understanding of the 
fundamental nature of how people use space 
drives our workplace design. The structure, the 
materials and the technology all flow from our 
understanding of the people who will use the 
space.  

Making better places for 
academic staff to work, 
collaborate and support 
students.

Front cover - QUT Peter Coaldrake Education Precinct - Social 
Learning spaces open onto an internal garden 
Left - Quiet breakout spaces adjoin workplaces
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Biophilic Design Principles
The principle of biophilia suggests that humans’ 
connections with nature and other forms 
of life are essential to wellbeing. The term 
biophilia was used by German-born American 
psychoanalyst Erich From in The Anatomy of 
Human Destructiveness (1973), which described 
biophilia as “the passionate love of life and of all 
that is alive.” Later, Edward O. Wilson introduced 
and popularised the hypothesis in his book, 
Biophilia (1984), defining biophilia as “the urge to 
affiliate with other forms of life”.

If biophilia is the inherent human inclination 
to connect with nature, then it follows that 
biophilic design replicates experiences of nature 
to reinforce this connection. Biophilic design 
incorporates natural materials, natural light, 
vegetation, nature views and other experiences 
of the natural world into the modern built 
environment. 

Evidence-based research into biophilic design 
methods supports findings of improved health 
and wellbeing. A recent survey of 1000 indoor 
Australian workers conducted by strategic 
market research agency Pollinate, analysed 
by Dr Jacki Schirmer, Associate Professor in 

Health Research at the University of Canberra, 
provides evidence in support of biophilia.  

Schirmer found that workplaces that 
incorporate five biophilic elements of light, 
views and images of nature, plants and 
water resulted in 100 per cent employee 
satisfaction ratings. The study found that 
the more natural looking wooden surfaces 
workers could see from their workstation, the 

Biophilic and activity 
based design 
principles inform our 
workplace design 
projects.

higher their workplace satisfaction and wellbeing. 
Employees working in offices with natural 
wooden surfaces on average also reported higher 
personal productivity, mood, concentration, clarity, 
confidence and optimism.(1) 

The study found the effect on wellbeing was 
greatest when wood was used in combination 
with other natural elements such as plants, water 
features and natural light.

Wilson Architects Office 2006- visually and physically connects to the garden. 
2011 IDEA Awards Winner Commercial under 1,000m2
2011 AIA QLD State Awards - Hayes & Scott Award for Small Project Architecture 
2011 AIA Brisbane Regional Awards - Small Project Architecture Commendation 
2011 Australian Interior Design Awards - Award for Corporate Design
2011 Interior Design Awards - Best in State for Commercial Design

1 Andrew Knox and Howard Parry-Husbands, Workplaces: Wellness + Wood = Productivity. (Pollinate, 2018).

[online] Available at: https://makeitwood.org/documents/doc-1624-pollinate-health-report---february-2018.pdf
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Activity Based Workspace

In the late 1970s and 80s American architect 
Robert Luchetti developed the concept of the 
office as a series of “activity settings”, or different 
technical and physical attributes that support the 
variety of performance “modes” in a workplace. 

It wasn’t until 2004 that the term ‘activity based 
working’ was first coined in the book Art of 
Working by Dutch consultant and author Erik 
Veldhoen. Activity based working recognised that 
during a work day people performed a wide range 
of activities and therefore needed a range of 
work settings to enable them to undertake these 
activities effectively.

One size definitely does not fit all when it comes 
to activity based design. No two organisations 
or businesses are the same, so the design must 
be informed by the activities performed by the 

individuals and teams in each work place.   This 
move to human-centric, holistic design of 
work spaces design has seen the move away 
from open plan layouts, which were originally 
thought to encourage staff interaction. A 2018 
Harvard University study turned conventional 
thinking about the impact of open workspaces 
on its head.

The study found that face-to-face interaction 
actually reduced by a staggering 70 percent 
while electronic interaction increased. “Rather 
than prompting increasingly vibrant face-to-face 
collaboration, open architecture appeared to 
trigger a natural human response to socially 
withdraw from officemates and interact instead 
over email and IM.”(2) 

Activity based design creates workspaces 

that meet individuals and teams’ physical 
and technological needs, but also create an 
environment that enables connection and 
inspiration. 

Such workspaces are flexible; furnishings, 
technology and space can be easily reconfigured 
according to needs.  

Not all workspaces should be the same. 
Different types of activity require different 
workplace solutions but a holistic approach also 
takes into account people’s diverse need for a 
range of working including quiet space – either 
for work, contemplation, and sometimes even 
spiritual reflection.

 
2 Ethan Bernstein and Stephen Turban. The Impact of the ‘Open’ Workspace 
on Human Collaboration in Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B, 
Biological Sciences 373, no. 1753 (2018)

Example of individual ‘cubicle’ style academic staff workplace that does not support collegiate 
community or working comfort.

Translational Research Institute
Access to natural light, low profile workstations, credenza storage units, access to meeting rooms and 
shared collaborative areas.
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Kelvin Grove Campus

Peter Coaldrake Education Precinct

CASE STUDY 

Queensland 
Institute of 
Technology (QUT)

The design for the Queensland University of 
Technology (QUT) Peter Coaldrake Education 
Precinct by Wilson Architects and Henning 
Larsen Architects, Architects in Association, 
is a model for educational precincts 
internationally.

The $94.4 million, six level Faculty of 
Education building at QUT’s Kelvin Grove 
Campus in Brisbane also houses the 

Oodgeroo Unit, QUT’s centre for activities in 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander education 
studies and research.

John Thong, Director of Wilson Architects, said 
the Education Precinct Building achieved QUT’s 
objectives for a memorable, state of the art, 
sustainable and connected facility that offered new 
teaching and learning opportunities in a stimulating 
environment, with staff work spaces that meet the 
needs of contemporary academia.

QUT Peter Coaldrake Education Precinct - Social learning areas offer a range of study types overlooking an internal garden.
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The JCU Townsville Campus reflects the university’s identity 
through buildings sympathetic to their surroundings.

Staff Workspace

The staff workspaces for the Faculty of Education 
and the Oodgeroo Unit on Level 3 were designed 
in accordance with QUT’s Work Space Planning 
Policy, guided by the four principles of Openness and 
Transparency, Function and Variety, Flexibility and 
Efficiency and Sustainability. 

The flexible and open work spaces comprise of a variety 
of function-based focussed individual work zones 
supported by small group work booths and meeting 
rooms. This arrangement fosters collaboration and 
exchange between academics, other staff, students and 
other University stakeholders. 

This approach provides a greater level of amenity 
and choice to academics and staff and supports a 
diverse range of end user functional requirements. It 
provides more flexible and efficient spaces that can 
readily respond to organisational change and is more 
sustainable by reducing organisational costs. 

The design provides for an integrated mix of work 
environments in office ‘neighbourhoods’ that combine 
the collaborative, accessible and transparent aspirations 
of contemporary academia with the need for quiet 
reflection, security and personal space.

Ready access to different-sized meeting rooms, social 
learning areas and lounges provide staff with a broad 
choice of work and collaborative environments beyond 
their allocated work space.

Good visual access to natural daylight and landscape, 
acoustic control, privacy and the provision of adequate 
storage areas were a design priority for the new 
workplace. 

QUT Peter Coaldrake Education Precinct - Academic staff grouped in small neighbourhoods. Access to natural light, acoustically 
designed canopies, natural planting, natural timber features and particularised lighting support workplace comfort and well-being
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Shared resource spaces
Shared resource spaces, which occupy the inner 
planning zone of the floor plate, include meeting 
rooms for educators and students, academic meeting 
rooms, Conference rooms for up to 15 people, hot 
desks for sessional staff, shared kitchen area for 
informal meeting as well as storage spaces, utility and 
chat rooms.

Peer to Peer and Research space
The teacher-student relationship is a partnership of 
learning. Peer to peer spaces are located in close 
proximity to the academic workspaces to foster 
greater interactions between students and the 
Faculty of Education personnel promising a new 
and exciting interface between students and staff. 
The project delivered a student-led / staff-assisted 
model of extended learning, allowing for personalised 
interactions to improve student experience and 
extend supported learning.

QUT Peter Coaldrake Education Precinct - Indoor plants separate circulation zones from workplace. Large numbers 
of meeting rooms support collaborative work practice without affecting quiet individual work areas.

QUT Education Precinct - Peer to peer learning spaces adjoining staff offices afford students better access to 
their academics. - Open and flexible social learning space. Student collaborative learning areas.
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What are the benefits to a business/

organization of providing a well-designed work 

environment? And benefits to employees?

Firstly, there is a need for staff to feel valued. A 
well designed and considered workplace makes 
a huge statement about creating an environment 
that supports both the individual and the team. 
It also reflects the culture of the company or 
institution.

What factors need to be considered when 

planning and designing a productive and 

engaging office environment? 

We need to consider the needs of the end users, 
it is paramount that these requirements remain 
central to the design as it evolves.  The design 
of a workspace needs to support these user 
requirements through providing a range of spaces 
and technologies which people want to work in 
and which aid their productivity.

How does Wilson Architects approach the 

creation of productive and engaging office 

environments?

Every project requires a clear plan of attack.  
This requires a dive into understanding the 
organisational psychology, a data and research 
capture and identifying desired company 
behaviors. These inform a clear project brief which 
lays the foundation for a successful project.

What is latest research? Are there current 

innovations?

Creating a space that is too quiet can be as 
problematic as one that is too noisy. Careful 
consideration needs to made in terms of both 

managing reverberation and reflected noise 
as well as too much absorption of noise 
exacerbates the noise of a ‘pin drop’. A little 
background white noise can mask occasional 
noise spikes.

What qualities make ‘good’ workplace 

design? 

Providing the right mix of work spaces 
which support the work methodologies 
of the organisation. These spaces range 
from individual focused work spaces, 
retreat spaces, informal work spaces, team 
collaborative spaces and social meeting 
spaces.  Bringing all of these spaces together 
in a comfortable, inviting and inspiring 
workspace is the key to designing a ‘good’ 
workplace.

What are the challenges facing work place 

designers? Is there widespread recognition 

of the benefits? Do you experience 

resistance from employees? From 

employers? How can you manage this?

Designing new work environments always 
involves change, this presents a challenge to 
both the designers and the users of the new 
work space.  Often an organisation has a clear 
strategic direction for the project and the 
end users are not involved in the reasoning 
behind the new direction.  It is important take 
the end users on this journey so that they 
understand how the new spaces can benefit 
them so they take ownership of the end 
product.

Q&A
Tanya Nielsen

Senior Interior Designer

Wilson Architects approach  
to workplace design.



Wilson Architects has been 
in continuous architectural 
practice for over 135 years. 
We are a design and research-
led practice at the forefront of 
educational architecture for the 
new generations, focussing on 
teaching, learning and research 
environments. 

564 Boundary Street 
Spring Hill Qld 4000 
Telephone +61 7 3831 2755 
wa@wilsonarchitects.com.au 
wilsonarchitects.com.au
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